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NEW QUESTION: 1
A company need to deploy outdoor WLAN, the choice of AP
equipment for Huawei outdoor AP6510DN. In order to save costs,
the engineers plan to directly AP power supply via AC6605,
AC6605 only installed a 500W PoE power supply module, AC6605
normal work requires 120W power, then AC6605 can power supply
for how many AP6510DN?
A. 0
B. 1
C. 2
D. 3
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
You have a computer that runs Windows 7.
The network contains a monitoring server named server1. The
computer runs a monitoring service named
Service1. Service1 uses Remote Procedure Calls (RPCs).
You need to ensure that Service1 can receive requests from
Server1.
What should you do?

A. From windows Firewall with Advanced Security, create a
predefined rule.
B. From windows Firewall with Advanced Security, create a
custom rule.
C. From the Network and Sharing Center, modify the network
location settings.
D. From the Network and Sharing Center, modify the advanced
sharing settings.
Answer: B
Explanation:
Creating WFAS Rules
The process for configuring inbound rules and outbound rules is
essentially the same: In the WFAS console, select the node that
represents the type of rule that you want to create and then
click New Rule. This opens the New Inbound (or Outbound) Rule
Wizard. The first page, allows you to specify the type of rule
that you are going to create. You can select between a program,
port, predefined, or custom rule. The program and predefined
rules are similar to what you can create using Windows
Firewall. A custom rule allows you to configure a rule based on
criteria not covered by any of the other options. You would
create a custom rule if you wanted a rule that applied to a
particular service rather than a program or port. You can also
use a custom rule if you want to create a rule that involves
both a specific program and a set of ports. For example, if you
wanted to allow communication to a specific program on a
certain port but not other ports, you would create a custom
rule.

NEW QUESTION: 3
Your customer wants to acquire HPE OneView Advanced licenses
for servers they plan to purchase in the future. They would
like a pay-as -you-go approach in which they only pay for the
licenses as they are used. Which HPE licensing feature
addresses this customer's request?
A. Tracking license
B. Activation Key Agreement
C. GNU license
D. iLO Advanced
Answer: A
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